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SWEET DISTILLATE
Kapardeli Iftichia

The years of youth
I lived all alone

in those landscapes
filled with secret Sun

eyelids
Matched with lilies

Virgin
and the wind of freedom
Message, mark the cool

lips joy
***

Swans with their wings
they covered the white

lilacs
the bent truths

I met dreams a bunch
light

in newborn foliage
life

HEROES
Leaves and fingers forgotten

the trees not
name

The weather in the memory
in the dust

soul and spirit
supple flowers

Kissed a thousand times
the first Fragnances
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bloodstained

Stand traveler ...... days
in mourning

the frozen Sun.
Gold ear

to bear fruit

scattered bodies
the unknown stone city

with white angels of virtue
and glory sunken

The fallen silent breaths
traveler

Our friends
birds

caught in limesticks
wounded

Deal

With the thirst of the desert
prisoner of the dream

ramble
I am led by the wind
the crowded city of

many mornings
so afternoons

****
The pollen of the world

tireless bee
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in celestial rings
with the golden mist
silky sweet delight

wings swat
***

humbly surrender
river of light

he world
the same radicals

in sharing brethren

REASONING
Forgotten secretly trees

indifference
and large

Lakes Daffodils
***

One his only
kindness kiss

the white of the body
Travels, hopes

***
A bouquet sunbeams

aureus in fair
reward

in thousand times kissed dawn
***

In Rainbows
of triumphs
how to fit in 

the immutable fate
   


